We study the most general communication paradigm on a multiprocessor, wherein each processor has a distinct message (of possibly distinct lengths) for each other processor. We study this paradigm, which we call chatting, on multiprocessors that do not allow messages once dispatched ever to be delayed on their routes. By insisting on oblivious routes for messages, we convert the communication problem to a pure scheduling problem. We introduce the notion of a virtual chatting schedule, and we show how e cient chatting schedules can often be produced from e cient virtual chatting schedules. We present a number of strategies for producing e cient virtual chatting schedules on a variety of network topologies.
I. Introduction E cient interprocessor communication is recognized as one of the most challenging aspects of parallel computing. In this paper, we study the most general modality of interprocessor communication within a network of processors: 1 all-to-all personalized communication, or, for short, chatting. This modality is characterized by the network's PEs passing among themselves arbitrary patterns of messages of arbitrary lengths. In particular, each PE is allowed to send possibly distinct messages of possibly distinct lengths to any subset of the other PEs. This modality of communication is computationally more demanding than its more commonly studied relatives, which typically restrict the number of messages a PE can send or receive in a single operation and/or the variability of the contents or lengths of messages.
This paper is devoted to studying how to schedule the transmission of messages in a chatting operation in a way that minimizes the total time for the operation, within the context of the following conventions.
Communication in rounds. Our processor networks operate in alternating phases of local (or, intra-PE) computation and global (or, inter-PE) communication. This regimen, which is consistent with the philosophy underlying the bulk-synchronous computation model 19], somewhat simpli es the design of programs for a processor network, in a manner that is expounded on at length in that source.
Message integrity. Each message in a chatting operation travels through the network as a contiguous stream of its. 2 This convention, which minimizes the amount of addressing information that must travel throughout the network along with the messages, is also a characteristic of wormhole routing 5], 7], 14].
Oblivious Routing. Each message in a chatting operation travels through the network along a xed path which is determined solely by the source and destination PEs of the 1 problem of packet routing where there are assumed to be queues at each processor to store messages that are contending for the same link in the network. Leighton, Maggs and Rao 13] gave randomized algorithms for routing collections of xed-size packets on many common networks, but their results made heavy use of the processors' ability to queue contending packets. Later results of Greenberg 8] and Shmoys, Stein and Wein 16] removed the xedsize restriction on the packets, but they retained the ability to store packets in intermediate processors on the way to their destinations.
Recently, increasing attention has been given to the problem of wormhole routing (e.g., 7]), but usually in a model where intermediate processors are capable of storing some segments of incoming messages if outgoing links are not available. Bu erless communication has been studied mainly in the context of packet routing (as hot potato or de ection routing), and some randomized algorithms and average-case analyses have been achieved for speci c networks (e.g., 6]). However, very little work has been done on the interaction between wormhole routing and bu erless communication. One notable exception is the work of Aiello, Leighton, Maggs and Newman 1], who gave a randomized algorithm for wormhole routing of xed-size messages on a hypercube. Unfortunately, their algorithm does not guarantee that the bits of each message ow across each link contiguously | the \worms" may be cut into pieces by their algorithm.
In contrast to this body of earlier work, the results in this paper incorporate both wormhole routing and bu erless communication, while adding the desirable features of message integrity and the ability to handle messages of arbitrary sizes. We also note that all the earlier results mentioned here restrict the number of messages in the network to be equal to the number of processors, often with the additional restriction that each processor sends and/or receives at most one message. The chatting problem, on the other hand, is more general | messages can be exchanged between all pairs of PEs simultaneously. Thus it would require several applications of the above-cited algorithms to solve it.
Finally, one other distinguishing characteristic of our routing model should be stressed here. We assume that the one (generic) communication phase we concentrate on is characterized by a set of messages that the PEs want to exchange with one another; new messages are not introduced into the system during the phase. Our goal is to devise (scheduling) algorithms that will route the messages e ciently to their designated destinations without any bu ering.
A Roadmap. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II introduces the formal setting for our study. We develop there the notions of a chatting schedule for a set of messages in a network of processors and of the duration of a chatting schedule | the quantity we strive to minimize.
In Section III, we introduce the notion of a virtual chatting schedule for a set of messages in a network of processors and of the duration of a virtual chatting schedule. We show that, for the class of \forward-leveled" networks, one can convert an e cient virtual chatting schedule (which are often easier to develop than are e cient chatting schedules) into an almost equally e cient chatting schedule.
The remaining sections build on the transformation technique of Section III. They focus on designing e cient virtual chatting schedules which will later be converted to e cient \ordinary" chatting schedules.
Section IV is devoted to showing how to use known solutions to the so-called rectangle compaction problem to create virtual chatting schedules for linear array networks, that are within a small constant factor of optimal. The techniques of Section III can then be used to convert these e cient virtual chatting schedules into almost equally e cient chatting schedules.
In Section V, we study how to devise e cient virtual chatting schedules that are based on the set of lengths of the messages to be transmitted. We present a scheduling strategy that reduces the problem of routing messages of arbitrary length to the problem of routing unit-length messages. We apply this strategy in Section V-B to chatting problems on twodimensional mesh networks.
Section VI explores an approach to message scheduling that is based on decomposing the host network by suitable cuts. This approach is then shown to yield e cient chatting schedules for tree networks. 6 II. The Problem Formalized
A. Processor Networks
As is customary, we identify a processor network with a directed graph G = (V; E) whose nodes V represent the network's PEs and whose arcs E represent its communication links. The source of an arc is an output port of the incident PE; the destination of an arc is an input port of the incident PE. In a less customary way, we associate with each processor network G an atlas that designates a path (u; v) from every node u 2 V to every node v 2 V that is accessible from u; any message from node u to node v is routed along path (u; v). (This means that all message passing is oblivious in the sense that the route of a message is determined entirely by the message's source and destination nodes.)
Our processor networks operate in a pulsed fashion: a network alternates computation phases, in which (in parallel) each PE performs some computation, and communication phases, in which messages ow among the PEs. The networks operate synchronously, at least during the communication phases. More speci cally, during each step of a communication phase, all PEs (in parallel) perform the following actions:
send at most one it along each outgoing arc, receive at most one it along each incoming arc, compute whether and where to send its during the next step. The PEs in a processor network G = (V; E) do not have message bu ers. In particular, this means that if, at time t, a PE u 2 V receives a it that is not destined for it, then u sends that it out toward its destination at time t + 1.
B. The Chatting Problem
A message is a sequence M = hm 0 ; m 1 ; : : : ; m`? 1 i of its; we call`the length of message M. An addressed message in processor network G = (V; E) is a message M, together with a designated source PE u 2 V and a designated destination PE v 2 V (hence with a designated path (u; v) in G).
A chatting problem for processor network G = (V; E) is a set of addressed messages in G. 3 This paper is devoted to studying algorithms that \solve" a chatting problem by scheduling the transmission of all messages so that they get from their designated sources to their designated destinations without ever encountering contention for either a PE or a communication link, i.e, so that they honor the oblivious, bu erless communication regimen we are studying. In addition to these restrictions on our chatting algorithms, we insist that messages travel as indivisible units, i.e., that at any moment, all its of an addressed message that do not currently reside in either the message's source or destination node occupy a contiguous path of arcs in G, with one message-it per path-arc.
C. Chatting Schedules
A chatting schedule for a chatting problem M on a processor network G is a function that associates an integer (time) with each it m of an addressed message M 2 M and each arc e on the designated path from the source to the destination of M. The interpretation is that it m traverses arc e at step (m; e) of the communication phase.
C.1 Admissible Chatting Schedules
In order to comply with all of our assumptions about bu erless transmission of indivisible messages, a chatting schedule for a chatting problem M must satisfy the following constraints:
Con ict-free Arcs. At most one it traverses any given arc at any given time: 
3 A purist might argue that a set of addressed messages in G is really an instance of the chatting problem. We abuse terminology to simplify exposition.
Message integrity. Flits of the same message hm 0 ; m 1 ; : : :; m`? 1 i traverse a given arc e at consecutive times: for h = 0; 1; : : : ;`? 1, (m h ; e) = (m 0 ; e) + h: (3) We call a chatting schedule that honors these restrictions admissible. Henceforth, we consider only admissible chatting schedules.
Remark. Let 
C.2 E cient Chatting Schedules
The duration T( ) of a chatting schedule for a chatting problem M is the amount of time it takes to deliver all messages in M; formally:
T( ) = max m;e f (m; e)g ? min m;e f (m; e)g + 1;
where the minimization and maximization are over all its m in the chatting problem M and all arcs e that occur in the designated paths for the addressed messages in M. We observe that if min m;e f (m; e)g > 1, then the schedule can be normalized by subtracting min m;e f (m; e)g ? 1 from the value of (m; e) for all its m and all arcs e. The resulting schedule will have the same duration as the original schedule (and will still be admissible), and will have the added property that for all its m and all arcs e, the following inequality holds: 1 (m; e) T( ). Without loss of generality, we will often assume throughout this paper that the chatting schedules under consideration are normalized in this way. Note that for normalized chatting schedules, we have the simpli ed expression for duration T( ) = max m;e f (m; e)g.
The objective of our study is to devise techniques for constructing admissible chatting schedules with (close to) minimum duration. One's intuition might suggest that the only e cient chatting schedules are those that are totally distributed, in the sense of not requiring the intervention of a central master PE. Yet, if one is willing to su er a modest amount of time for the scheduling | equal, say, to a small multiple of the square of the number of PEs in the underlying network G | then one can design e cient \semi-distributed" e cient chatting schedules as follows.
1. Using standard techniques in the eld of parallel algorithmics, one has the PEs in the network elect a leader, call it P 0 . 2. Using the e cient (distributed) gathering schedules in 2], the PEs in G transmit to PE P 0 a \summary" of chatting problem M. The summary represents each addressed message M 2 M by the triple hsource of M, destination of M, length of Mi. Note that the contribution of each message to the summary comprises a xed number of its, irrespective of the length of M. Thus the total size of the summaries is at most a small constant times the square of the number of PEs.
3. PE P 0 uses the summary to compute, o -line, an e cient chatting schedule for M. 4 . Using the optimally e cient scattering schedules in 2], PE P 0 scatters to each of the other PEs a message transmission schedule. The amount of message tra c in this scattering operation is minimized if the chatting schedule has each PE dispatch all of its messages in a gap-free stream. We should note that the problems of gathering and scattering messages as described above are far simpler than the general chatting problem; they are addressed in depth in 2]. Using the algorithms for gathering and scattering given in 2], the problems described above will both take time at most a small constant times the square of the number of PEs in the network. Furthermore, the gathering and scattering algorithms do not require any bu ering of messages at the PEs of the network, so they are appropriate for use in our computational setting.
Although some of our algorithms for producing chatting schedules operate in a distributed manner, the preceding algorithmic strategy suggests that even centralized algorithms are of interest, given the algorithms for optimal scattering and e cient distributed gathering in 2]. To illustrate the various notions we have introduced and shall be studying, it is helpful to refer repeatedly to a simple speci c network. We introduce for this purpose the unidirectional linear array (ULA), whose node set is V = f0;1;:::;N ? 1g and whose arc set is E = 4 The strategy in this subsection must be evaluated in the light of the restriction in 2] to processor networks that observe the single-port communication regimen, wherein, in a single step, each PE can send at most one it along at most one outgoing arc and receive at most one it along at most one incoming arc. f(0;1);(1;2);:::;(N ? 2; N ? 1)g. The ULA is a convenient platform for gaining intuition about our message-scheduling problem, both because of its inherent simple structure and because every chatting schedule for a ULA admits the following convenient geometric representation, that originates in 2].
We consider the positive quadrant of the integer plane as the processor-time plane for a ULA: abscissa x corresponds to the ULA-arc x def = (x; x + 1), while ordinate t corresponds to discrete time-step t. Given a chatting schedule for a chatting problem M, we say that integer point (x; t) in the plane is marked if, for some it m within M, (m; x ) = t; point (x; t) is unmarked otherwise.
Because of Conditions (2) and (3) Given: A set of parallelograms in the integer plane (with sides as described above), each having a xed projection on the horizontal (ULA) axis but being free to slide up or down in the vertical (time) direction, Find: A pairwise non-overlapping placement of the parallelograms that minimizes the difference between the maximum and minimum ordinates of any of their points.
We shall return to this example repeatedly.
III. Virtual Chatting Schedules
In this section, we introduce virtual chatting schedules, and we study their relation with \ordinary" chatting schedules. We show, by example, that devising an e cient virtual chatting schedule for a problem is sometimes easier than devising an e cient chatting schedule. Moreover, we specify a class of networks for which one can convert an e cient virtual chatting schedule into an e cient chatting schedule.
A. The Notion of Virtual Schedule
A virtual chatting schedule for a chatting problem M on a processor network G is a function that associates an integer (time) with each it m of an addressed message M 2 M and each arc e on the designated path from the source to the destination of M. In analogy with our concentration on admissible chatting schedules, we insist that every virtual chatting schedule satisfy certain constraints; in contrast to the notion of admissibility, these constraints do not necessarily correspond to either architectural or algorithmic features.
Arc con ict-free. At most one it traverses a given arc at any given time: 
When we discuss virtual chatting schedules, it is often convenient to subdivide the message \transmission" and integrity constraint (7) into its two logical constituents: Instantaneous transmission (m; e k ) = (m; e 0 ):
Virtual message integrity.
(m h ; e) = (m 0 ; e) + h: (9) The \physical" interpretation of a virtual chatting schedule is less obvious than is that of an \ordinary" chatting schedule. The easiest interpretation views a virtual chatting schedule as a mechanism that reserves paths in G for contiguous blocks of time. Speci cally, a virtual schedule reserves the entire designated path for each message M 2 M for the entire block of time when message M is in transit from its source node to its destination node. This interpretation is consistent with constraint (7).
Remark. Let be a virtual chatting schedule for the chatting problem M. By dint of constraint (7), the (virtual) schedule that assigns to the addressed message M = hm 0 ; m 1 ; : : :; m`? 1 i 2 M, along its designated path = he 0 ; e 1 ; : : :; e d?1 i is determined uniquely by the value (m 0 ; e 0 ) and the quantities d and`.
B. The Duration of a Virtual Chatting Schedule
In analogy with the duration of a chatting schedule, one can de ne the duration of a virtual chatting schedule.
The duration S( ) of a virtual chatting schedule is the quantity S( ) = max m;e f (m; e)g ? min m;e f (m; e)g + 1;
where the minimization and maximization are over all its m in the chatting problem M and all arcs e that occur in the designated paths for the addressed messages in M.
As discussed in Section II-C for ordinary chatting schedules, we will often assume without loss of generality that the virtual chatting schedules under consideration are normalized so that for all its m and arcs e, 1 (m; e) S( ). Note that for normalized virtual chatting schedules we have the simpli ed expression for duration S( ) = max m;e f (m; e)g. Also in analogy with chatting schedules, one can derive simple lower bounds on the duration of virtual chatting schedule of the sort provided by Proposition 1.
Proposition 2: For any virtual chatting schedule for a chatting problem M,
Proof: Constraint (7) mandates that S( ) L(M). The requirement that arcs be con ict free (Constraint (6)) forces the inequality S( ) C(M).
C. Unidirectional Linear Arrays: A Running Example
A virtual chatting schedule for a ULA admits a geometric representation similar to the one developed for a chatting schedule in Section II-E. In the present, virtual scenario, the marked region associated with a given message is an isothetic rectangle, i.e., a rectangle with sides parallel to the coordinate axes (see Figure 2 ).
In analogy with the geometric reduction noted in Section II-E, the geometric representation of virtual chatting schedules reduces the problem of nding a virtual chatting schedule of minimum duration to the following purely geometric problem. Rectangle Compaction.
Given: A set of isothetic rectangles in the integer plane, each having a xed projection on the horizontal (ULA) axis but being free to slide up or down in the vertical (time) direction, Find: A pairwise non-overlapping placement of the rectangles that minimizes the di erence between the maximum and minimum ordinates of any of their points.
D. Comparing Ordinary and Virtual Chatting Schedules
For the class of forward-leveled networks, there is an intimate relationship between ordinary and virtual chatting schedules.
A forward-leveled network (FL-network, for short) is one whose underlying directed graph G = (V; E) is forward-leveled, in the following sense. The node-set V of G admits a partition V = V 0 + V 1 + + V H in such a way that, for every arc e 2 E, there is an i such that e 2 V i V i+1 ; in this case, we say that level(e) = i. In the partition of V , we call block V i the ith level of G. Note that in an FL-network, for each chatting path he 0 ; e 1 ; : : :; e d?1 i, level(e k ) = level(e k?1 ) + 1, for k = 1; 2; : : : ; d ? 1. While FL-networks form a narrow class of networks, the results that we obtain for this class can be applied to broader classes of networks in a variety of ways:
One can emulate arbitrary directed acyclic networks using FL-networks.
One can decompose (a spanning subnetwork of) one's general network into FL-networks. An instance of the second transformation would be the decomposition of a bidirectional linear array (in which every pair of adjacent nodes, say i and i + 1 are connected by two opposing arcs, (i; i+1) and (i+1; i)) into two ULAs. Such indirect use of a restricted class of networks to implement communication primitives in broader classes can be found also in 2], where one implements general scattering and gathering operations in spanning trees, in 11], where one implements broadcasting operations in spanning trees, and in 15], where one distributes synchronization tokens in specially chosen spanning subgraphs.
We now expose some relations between ordinary and virtual chatting schedules on FLnetworks. Each relation builds on a method of transforming either a virtual chatting schedule into an ordinary one, or vice versa; each carries with it a performance guarantee on the derived schedule.
D.1 A Local Symmetric Transformation
We begin with a transformation that converts either of a virtual or ordinary chatting schedule into the other. The duration of the derived schedule is bounded in a simple way in terms of the duration of the original schedule. The transformation employs no global information about the original schedule.
The LS Transformation. Let 
for all its m and arcs e, then we say that they are LS-related. (6)).
The bu erless-node constraint (2) on combines with the functional relation (11) to yield (m; e k ) + level(e k ) = (m; e 0 ) + level(e 0 ) + k:
Since level(e k ) = level(e 0 ) + k, this equation implies that has instantaneous transmission (constraint 8). By the same reasoning, if satis es constraint (8), then relation (11) implies that satis es the bu erless-node constraint (2). The message-integrity constraint (3) on combines with the functional relation (11) to verify that has virtual message integrity (constraint 9). This constraint combines with 's instantaneous transmission (property (8) ) to verify that enjoys property (7) . By the same reasoning, if enjoys property (7), then relation (11) implies that satis es the messageintegrity constraint (3) .
In summation, we have shown that satis es the constraints of a chatting schedule if, and only if, satis es the constraints of a virtual chatting schedule. Figure 3 illustrates relation (11) between and on a ULA when both are schedules. This should lend some intuition for part (b) of the proof.
(b) Say that (m 1 ; e 1 ) = max m;e f (m; e)g and that (m 2 ; e 2 ) = min m;e f (m; e)g, where the maximization and minimization are as in de nition (5 Inequality (12) can be viewed as a performance guarantee on the chatting schedule that is obtained from the virtual chatting schedule via relation (11) . In certain cases, say when S( ) is considerably smaller than H, the bound on T( ) inferred from inequality (12) may be rather loose, even if is an optimal virtual chatting schedule. In the next subsection, we present transformations between ordinary and virtual chatting schedules that are guaranteed to preserve quality better than the LS transformation (11) does.
D.2 Two Global Transformations
In this subsection, we present two transformations, one that produces an ordinary chatting schedule from a given virtual one, the other that performs the converse transformation. Both of these transformations have better performance guarantees than that given by inequality (12) . As the subsection title suggests, the improved guarantees are possible because the transformations utilize some global information about the original schedule in de ning the derived one; in both cases, the global information resides in the duration of the original schedule. For both transformations, we rst verify that they do indeed produce the desired type of schedule, with the advertised performance guarantee. We then illustrate the transformation and the guarantee for the case of a ULA, where the graphical representation a ords a better intuitive grasp of the ideas.
The VO Transformation. Our rst transformation produces (ordinary) chatting schedules from virtual chatting schedules. The derived chatting schedules are \slower" than their originating virtual chatting schedules by no more than the longest transit time of any message in the chatting problem.
Say that we are given a virtual chatting schedule , of duration S( ), for the chatting problem M on the FL-network G. Letting (e) = level(e)?(level(e) mod S( )) for each arc e of G, de ne the VO-derived pseudo-schedule as follows.
5
In order to evaluate (m; e)
for a given it m belonging to some message M 2 M and a given arc e of G, one looks at the rst it, call it m 0 , of message M and at the rst arc, call it e 0 , of the designated path 5 Of course, is a chatting schedule, not just a pseudo-schedule; but this must be veri ed before we can legitimately assert it. of message M. One Let be a virtual chatting schedule of duration S( ), for the chatting problem M on the FLnetwork G; let be the pseudo-schedule that is VO-derived from . Then is a chatting schedule for M of duration T( ) < S( ) + Q(M): (14) Proof: Assume that the virtual chatting schedule is normalized. We verify rst that is a chatting schedule. Since is a virtual chatting schedule, one can invoke the message transmission and integrity property (7) to verify that enjoys both bu erless nodes (2) and message integrity (3) . It remains only to show that does not allow arc con icts. To this end, say that there exist its m and m 0 and an arc e such that (m; e) = (m 0 ; e). Noting that its m and m 0 may come from di erent addressed messages in M, so that the two occurrences of e may be associated with distinct paths having distinct initial arcs, call them e 0 and e 0 0 , we nd directly from de nition (13) that ( (m; e) ? (m 0 ; e)) + ( (e 0 0 ) ? (e 0 )) = S( ); for some 2 f?1;0;1g. If we take each side of this equation modulo S( ), and we observe that, for any arc e, (e) mod S( ) = 0, then we nd that (m; e) mod S( ) = (m 0 ; e) mod S( ):
Given that 1 (m; e); (m 0 ; e) S( ), the latter equality implies that (m; e) = (m 0 ; e):
Since is arc-con ict free (being a virtual chatting schedule), we must have m = m 0 . It follows that is arc-con ict free, hence, nally, is a chatting schedule.
Next, let us compare the durations T( ) and S( ). From de nition (13) of and the de nition of : for any message M having initial it m 0 and initial arc e 0 , we have that 1 (m 0 ; e 0 ) S( ). If we combine this range bound with equation (4), and we recall the de nition of the parameter Q(M), we readily obtain the range bound 1 (m; e) S( ) + Q(M) ? 1 which yields the sought inequality (14) when combined with the de nition of T( ).
The VO-transformation and Theorem 2 admit an intuitively appealing geometric interpretation on an n-node ULA, which is depicted schematically in The chatting schedule is obtained from the virtual chatting schedule by applying the transformation speci ed in (13) . One can view this transformation as separate applications of the LS transformation to each pair consisting of a base region and its associated extended region, with respect to suitably translated axes. More precisely, for the ith base regionextended region pair, if we set level( iS+j ) = j, for some j in the range ?(S ?1) j S ?1 (that is, if we put the origin of our new axes at point (iS; 0)) and then apply transformation (11) to all messages whose home region is the ith base region, then we obtain exactly schedule (13) .
Note that any message M originating in the rst half of its home region has now level(e 0 ) < 0, hence will have an earlier departure time in the chatting schedule. Indeed, note that in Figure 4 (a), the base regions in the virtual schedule plane slant \downwards" as we move along the positive direction of the x-axis, while their images in the chatting schedule plane of Figure 4(b) ) slant \upwards".
Finally, it is interesting to observe that while all the extended regions in the virtual plane overlap, their images in the chatting plane are mutually disjoint. As a consequence, one might even consider an infeasible virtual schedule with rectangles overlapping only when they belong to di erent home regions. Then, Theorem 2 would transform into a feasible chatting schedule.
The OV Transformation. The second transformation derives virtual chatting schedules from ordinary ones. The derived virtual chatting schedules are \slower" than their originating chatting schedules by no more than the length of the longest message in the chatting problem. While the endeavor of converting an ordinary chatting schedule | which is really what one wants | into a virtual chatting schedule seems somewhat unintuitive, our motivation in pursuing this transformation is that it will yield, in conjunction with Theorem 2, an important bound (19) on the quality of chatting schedules produced by the VO transformation.
Say that we are given a chatting schedule , of duration T( ), for the chatting problem M on the FL-network G. De ne the OV-derived pseudo-schedule as follows. 6 In order to evaluate (m; e) for a given it m belonging to some message M 2 M and a given arc e of G, one looks at the rst it, call it m 0 , of message M and at the rst arc, call it e 0 , of the designated path of message M. One then assigns (15) Theorem 3: (OV-derived virtual chatting schedules) 6 Of course, is a virtual chatting schedule, not just a pseudo-schedule; but this must be veri ed before we can legitimately assert it.
Let be a chatting schedule of duration T( ), for the chatting problem M on the FL-network G; let be the pseudo-schedule that is OV-derived from . Then is a virtual chatting schedule for M of duration S( ) < T( ) + L(M): (16) Proof: Assume that the chatting schedule is normalized.
We must rst establish that is a virtual chatting schedule for M. Since is a chatting schedule, hence enjoys both the bu erless-nodes and message-integrity properties ((2) and (3), respectively), one readily establishes the message transmission and integrity properties (7) for . Let us, therefore, focus on verifying that is free from arc con icts. Suppose, for contradiction, that there exist its m and m 0 and an arc e for which (m; e) = (m 0 ; e). For the sake of generality, say that these two occurrences of arc e are associated with distinct designated paths, having, respectively, initial arcs e 0 and e 0 0 . From de nition (15) , then, we infer 
where, for all arcs e 00 , (e 00 ) def = level(e 00 ) ? (level(e 00 ) mod T( )). If we now reduce both sides of equation (18) modulo T( ) and observe that, for any arc e 00 , (e 00 ) mod T( ) = 0, we obtain the equation (m; e) mod T( ) = (m 0 ; e) mod T( ):
Given our assumption that 1 (m; e); (m 0 ; e) T( ), this equation yields (m; e) = (m 0 ; e); whence, as is arc-con ict free, m = m 0 . This veri es that is arc-con ict free, hence is a virtual schedule.
We turn now to bounding the duration of . By de nition (15), for any message M whose rst it is m 0 we have 1 (m 0 ; e 0 ) T( ). By the virtual message integrity property (9), then, for all its of M, 1
This range inequality yields the sought bound (16) , when combined with the de nition of S( ). Considerations similar to those following Theorem 2 can be made to develop a graphical view of the OV-transformation (15) on a ULA, as illustrated in Figure 5 . 
IV. Virtual Schedules via Rectangle Compaction
We now develop a strategy for producing chatting schedules for ULAs. Our approach rst derives a virtual chatting schedule for a given chatting problem M and then employs the VO transformation (13) to obtain the desired chatting schedule. The virtual schedule is obtained by solving the rectangle compaction problem that corresponds to problem M, as in Section III-C. Using known results about a problem that is equivalent to rectangle compaction, we obtain, in linear time, a virtual chatting schedule that is within a small constant factor of optimal. The quality of the derived chatting schedule can then be estimated via the bound (19) . If we associate tracks with colors, then the compaction problem is equivalent to nding a minimum coloring of the nodes of ? such that no two adjacent nodes are given the same color. All segments that correspond to like-colored nodes will be allocated to the same track.
The minimum node-coloring problem for interval graphs admits a simple (low-degree) polynomial-time solution. One orders the nodes according to the left endpoints of their corresponding intervals and then applies a rst-t on-line coloring strategy to the sorted sequence 9]. The number of colors used is the maximum clique size of ? which is clearly equal, in our case, to the message congestion C(M).
By applying Theorem 2 to the virtual chatting schedule obtained by solving the rectangle compaction problem in the proof of Theorem 4 we obtain: Corollary 2: In (low-degree) polynomial time, one can nd, for any chatting problem M on a ULA with unit-length messages, a chatting schedule of duration T( ) < C(M)+Q(M) 2T opt (M).
The bound on the quality of comes from Proposition 1.
B. Arbitrary Length Messages
When a chatting problem has arbitrary message lengths, the reduction of optimal virtual scheduling to optimal rectangle compaction still a ords one an e cient avenue to e cient chatting schedules, but not as easily as in the unit-length case.
The decision version of the general rectangle compaction problem can be easily shown to be NP-complete, being equivalent to the following NP-complete decision problem (cf Finally, the storage size D corresponds to the di erence between the maximum and minimum ordinate of any of the points of the rectangles.
Kierstead 10] proposes a polynomial approximation algorithm for the DSA problem that yields an allocation schedule which is within a factor of 6 of optimal. Described in terms of the rectangle compaction problem, Kierstead's approximation algorithm performs the following steps.
1. It increases the height of each rectangle to a power of two. 2. It orders the rectangles in non-increasing order of height. It then replaces each rectangle of height h and projection a; b] on the x-axis by h copies of the interval a; b] in the resulting list. 3. It node-colors the interval graph induced by the above list of intervals, using a particular on-line strategy. It is shown in 10] that, if consecutive tracks are associated with consecutive colors (representing both track numbers and colors by integers), then the h intervals generated by a rectangle of height h are allocated to a set of h consecutive tracks; hence, the algorithm yields a feasible placement. The analysis of the competitive ratio of the on-line strategy proves that the obtained solution employs at most 6 times the number of tracks required by the optimal solution. We summarize the above discussion in the following theorem. (b) Given a chatting problem M on a ULA, there exists a polynomial-time approximation algorithm which yields a placement of the rectangles on at most 6C(M) tracks.
By applying Theorem 2 to the virtual chatting schedule obtained by solving the rectangle compaction problem with the approximation algorithm given above, we obtain: Corollary 3: In (low-degree) polynomial time, one can nd, for any chatting problem M on a ULA, a chatting schedule of duration T( ) < 6C(M) + Q(M) 7T opt (M).
Once again, the bound on the quality of the chatting schedule derives from Proposition 1.
V. Virtual Schedules via Problem Decomposition
This section is devoted to a technique for deriving moderately e cient virtual chatting schedules for chatting problems by decomposing each problem M into (roughly) log L(M) problems on the basis of message length. The strategy produces a virtual chatting schedule for a given chatting problem M that is within a factor of O(log L(M)) of optimal. The observation that enables this strategy is that, when one is presented with a chatting problem M all of whose messages have the same length, one can derive an optimal virtual chatting schedule for M without knowing the speci c (common) length of its messages. We then apply this strategy to two-dimensional mesh networks. Of course, in order to obtain the real chatting schedules that one ultimately seeks, one must apply the VO-transformation (13) to the derived virtual chatting schedule.
A. Decomposing Problems by Message Length
We develop our strategy in two steps. First, we show that the problem of nding an optimal virtual chatting schedule for messages of any common length is computationally equivalent to the problem of nding an optimal virtual chatting schedule for messages of unit length. We then parlay this observation into a strategy for converting an e cient virtual chatting schedule for unit-length messages into a virtual chatting schedule for an arbitrary chatting problem M, that is at worst a factor of O(log L(M)) less e cient.
In order to formalize our strategy, let us focus on an FL-network G and an indexed family M = fM`g`2 N of related, uniform chatting problems for G. These problems are uniform in the sense that each problem in M consists of like-length addressed messages; speci cally, say that, for`= 1; 2; : : :, the`th problem M`2 M is a set of addressed messages of length . The problems in M are related in the sense that, for all pairs of nodes u; v of G, there is a message from u to v in one of the problems M`2 M if, and only if, there is a message from u to v in each of the problems in M. The following theorem shows that nding a virtual chatting schedule for any one M`2 M is essentially equivalent to nding a virtual schedule for every problem in M. either of these relations were not an equality, it would follow that S opt;`<`b S opt;`=`c , which is absurd. We now build on the single-message-length strategy implicit in Theorem 6(a) to devise a strategy for arbitrary chatting problems. Roughly speaking, this general strategy partitions an arbitrary problem into a sequence of single-message-length problems which are then solved sequentially. Although the virtual chatting schedules produced by the general strategy cannot deviate from optimality by more than a factor of log L(M), these schedules probably do deviate by that much in general.
In the following, denote by S opt (M) the duration of the optimal virtual chatting schedule for the chatting problem M. The last inequality follows from the fact that M i;2 i can be considered, for scheduling purposes, as a subset of M where some messages have been increased in length by a factor smaller than 2.
Finally, we obtain the desired virtual chatting schedule M for M by consecutively scheduling the subproblems M 0 ; M 1 ; : : : ; M dlogLe using the schedules 0 ; 1 ; : : : ; dlogLe . Obviously, the duration of schedule M satis es inequality (20).
B. Applications to Two-Dimensional Meshes
The strategy of Theorem 7 can be applied only when one has access to the posited Procedure P that produces e cient virtual chatting schedules for uniform chatting problems. By Theorem 6, it su ces to have a Procedure P that produces e cient virtual chatting schedules for chatting problems that contain only unit-length messages.
As a simple illustration of the strategy of problem decomposition by message length, consider chatting problems on ULAs. Theorem 4 supplies us with an e cient procedure that constructs, for any one-it-message chatting problem M on a ULA, a virtual chatting schedule with optimal duration S( ) = C(M). Using this procedure as the Procedure P in Theorem 7, we obtain, for an arbitrary chatting problem M 0 on a ULA, a virtual chatting schedule 0 of duration S( 0 ) 2 (dlog L(M 0 )e + 1) C(M 0 ). We should remark that, in this case, the strategy of Section IV which simultaneously deals with messages of all lengths, will generally yield a virtual chatting schedule with a smaller duration.
As the preceding illustration suggests, nding an e cient schedule-generating procedure, even for one-it-message chatting problems, seems to require network-speci c considerations.
We have succeeded in nding such a procedure for mesh networks. Since our overall strategy of deriving chatting schedules from virtual chatting schedules is predicated on chatting within a host FL-network (so that the derived schedule has predictable e ciency), we concentrate here on a somewhat impoverished version of the standard mesh network.
The N N Eastward-Southward mesh network (ESM, for short) has node-set V = f(i;j) : 0 i; j N ? 1g and arcs connecting each node (i; j) to node (i + 1; j) providing that i < N ? 1, and to node (i; j + 1), providing that j < N ? 1. One veri es easily that the N N ESM is an FL-network: for`= 0; 1; : : : ; 2N ? 2, the`th level comprises the set V`= f(i;j) : i + j =`g. In conformance with the metaphor implicit in the name of ESMs, we say that the rows of an ESM run eastward, while the columns run southward.
Just as ULAs are useful intermediate structures for handling chatting problems on linear arrays (Section III-D), ESMs are useful for handling chatting problems on \full meshes" | whose arc sets connect each node (i; j) to nodes (i 1; j) and (i; j 1), providing that the addition/subtraction keeps one within the node-set. Speci cally, a \full mesh" can be obtained by superposing four appropriately rotated ESMs.
Our study presumes the existence of designated paths within the host FL-network. To this end, for each potential source-destination pair (i; j), (i 0 ; j 0 ) in an ESM (note that i i 0 and j j 0 ), we designate the \one-turn" path that proceeds eastward along row i from node (i; j) to node (i 0 ; j), then \turns the corner" to proceed thence southward along column j to node (i 0 ; j 0 ).
We turn now to the task of nding e cient virtual chatting schedules for chatting problems all of whose messages have unit length. Our scheduling algorithms has the following overall structure. We start at node (N ? 1; 0), which is the southwest corner of the ESM, and we scan its nodes along the diagonals given by f(i;j) : i ? j = constantg; along each diagonal, we scan nodes in increasing order of column index. We process each message when we encounter the node where it \turns" from the row-traversing part of its path to the column-traversing part; messages that share a corner node are ordered arbitrarily. We assign each message the earliest virtual time slot that has not already been assigned.
To esh out the description of the algorithm, we need only specify how we identify the earliest available virtual time slot. For this purpose, we maintain the following auxiliary data structures. Let M be the chatting problem being scheduled. For each row-index i and each column-index j, where i; j 2 f0;1;:::;N ? 1g, we maintain arrays row i s] and col j s], each having 2C(M) entries. We initialize each entry of each row array to 0 and each entry of each column array to N ? 1. The purpose of these arrays is to maintain the following information, which is updated in the course of the scanning process. Say that, in the course of scanning the ESM, we nd ourselves at node (i; j), processing message M, which \turns the corner" at that node. Then, for each virtual time s: row i s] = k just when node (i; k) is the eastmost \turning node" in row i of any message that has thus far been assigned virtual time slot s; this means that only messages beginning at nodes (i; m), where m k, can be scheduled along row i in virtual time slot s. col j s] = h just when node (h; j) is the northmost \turning node" in column j of any message that has thus far been assigned virtual time slot s; this means that only messages destined for nodes (m; j), where m h, can be scheduled along column j in virtual time slot s. Now, say that the scheduling algorithm is scanning \turning node" (i; j) and is processing some message | call it M 0 | whose source is node (i; k) and whose destination is node (h; j): perforce, h > i, and k < j. (Of course, the algorithm could have to process several messages at each \turning node".) The algorithm seeks the smallest available virtual time slot, by probing, in turn, for s = 1; 2; : : : ; 2C(M), the pair of array entries row i s] and col j s]. Virtual time slot s 0 is available just when row i s 0 ] k and col j s 0 ] > h. When this compound condition holds, message M is assigned virtual time slot s 0 , and the array entries are updated to re ect this: row i s 0 ] is reset to j, and col j s 0 ] is reset to i.
To validate this algorithm, we must argue that there is always an unassigned virtual time slot available in the two arrays. Assume that this were not the case; in particular, say that message M 0 of the preceding paragraph cannot be scheduled. It follows that at each possible virtual time slot, either some message is using the arc h(i;k)(i;k + 1)i or the arc h(h ? 1; j); (h; j). But this means that at least one of these arcs is traversed to this point by at least C(M) messages, in addition to message M 0 . This is absurd, by de nition of arccongestion. Building on this observation, it is easy to verify that our algorithm produces a legitimate virtual chatting schedule for problem M. Thus, we have established the following theorem. One can now invoke Theorems 7 and 2 to obtain the following result. The scheduling strategies of Section V and (less obviously) of Section IV make crucial use of the lengths of the messages in a chatting problem. In contrast, the strategy of this nal section produces chatting schedules by decomposing the given chatting problem with respect to a suitable set of cuts of the host FL-network G.
A. Chatting Schedules via Network Decomposition
A cutset of the network G is a set A of arcs whose removal partitions G into subnetworks G (1) A and G (2) A that are disjoint in the following sense: every path in G that originates at a node of G (1) A and terminates at a node of G (2) A , or vice versa, crosses some arc in A. One can derive a (virtual) chatting schedule for a chatting problem M for G, via the following recursive strategy that successively decomposes G via cuts.
1. Determine a cutset A of network G, and partition G into subnetworks G (1) A and G (2) A by removing the arcs of A.
2. Find a (virtual) chatting schedule for the chatting problem M A M that comprises those addressed messages of M whose designated paths contain at least one arc of A. 3. Let M (1) A M n M A (resp., M (2) A M n M A ) be the set of addressed messages of M whose designated paths are totally contained in network G (1) A (resp., network G (2) A ).
Derive (virtual) chatting schedules for problems M (1) A and M (2) A by recursively applying this cutting procedure to networks G (1) A and G (2) A , respectively. The potential value of this strategy resides in the facts that (a) the three chatting problems M A , M (1) A , and M (2) A are no larger than M; (b) M (1) A and M (2) A can be scheduled independently and simultaneously | that is, the messages in M (1) A can share (virtual) time slots with the messages in M (2) A . The potential detractors from this value are: (a) any of these three chatting problems could actually comprise the entire problem M; (b) even when problem (a) does not arise, the quality of the resulting chatting schedule depends upon the recursion depth of one's particular application of the strategy. Of course, the depth of the recursion is guaranteed not to be large when, at each level, the subnetworks G (1) A and G (2) A produced from the then-current G are roughly equal in size.
The potential drawbacks notwithstanding, the strategy is demonstrably useful for certain networks that have small cuts into large subnetworks. We illustrate the strategy on two such networks.
B. Unidirectional Linear Arrays: A Running Example
For a ULA, any single arc is a cutset. It is, therefore, a straightforward matter to schedule the chatting problem M A e ciently. Moreover, if we choose the cut-arc at each phase of the strategy judiciously, then we can decompose the current ULA into two (roughly) half-size ULAs. This guarantees that our strategy will recurse for only logarithmically many levels.
In more detail, we implement the strategy on an n-node ULA G by choosing the cutset A = f bn=2c?1 g. The resulting subnetworks G (1) A and G (2) A will, then, be ULAs, one having bn=2c nodes and the other having dn=2e nodes. It follows that our strategy will recurse to a depth of dlog ne levels.
Since no more than C(M) its traverse any arc of the ULA G, the chatting problem M A comprises at most C(M) addressed messages, hence can be scheduled to have duration C(M). Since the chatting problems M (1) A and M (2) A are scheduled during the same level of recursion, they can in fact can be merged into a single chatting problem, of congestion C(M), on the (disconnected) network G (1) A + G (2) A . It follows that they, too, admit a virtual chatting schedule of duration C(M), because messages in di erent problem have non-overlapping designated paths. In fact, what we have just said about problems M (1) A and M (2) A obtains for the subproblems that are processed at each level of the recursion. Therefore, we can concatenate the chatting schedules for all of the levels of the recursion, to obtain a virtual chatting schedule for the entire problem M of duration S( ) dlog neC(M). We can now apply Theorem 2 to transform this virtual chatting schedule into an (ordinary) chatting schedule for M, of duration T( ) dlog neC(M) + Q(M).
Of course, the techniques in Section IV yield better schedules for chatting on ULAs. We turn, therefore, to a more complex network, where network decomposition produces the best schedules we know how to produce.
C. Bidirectional Trees
A bidirectional tree (BT, for short) is a complete tree wherein any two adjacent nodes u and v are connected by two opposing arcs, (u; v) and (v; u). Given any pair of nodes x and y of a BT, we designate the (unique) shortest path from x to y as the path along which all messages having source x and destination y are routed. Clearly, a BT is not an FL-network; however, any set of designated paths that traverse a given arc of the BT do form an FLsubnetwork of the tree; hence, for such a subnetwork, one can use the VO transformation of (13) to transform an e cient virtual chatting schedule to an e cient ordinary chatting schedule. Limiting the utility of this observation is the fact that virtual chatting schedules for di erent FL-subnetworks of a BT cannot be concatenated into a single virtual chatting schedule for the entire tree, since they rely on di erent partitions of the nodes into levels.
As noted in Section VI-A, the e ciency of chatting schedules produced by network decomposition depends on keeping the depth of the decomposition recursion small, which, in turn, depends on one's ability to recursively cut the network into subnetworks of roughly equal sizes. The following result indicates that this is always possible for the FL-subnetworks of BTs.
Proposition 3 ( 17] ) Every n-node BT of maximum node-degree > 1 can be partitioned, by removing at most two arcs, into two BTs, each having at least bn= c nodes, and neither having more than d( ? 1)n= e nodes.
Proposition 3 guarantees that there is always a way to recursively decompose an n-node BT of maximum node-degree > 1 using at most d log ne levels of recursion. Moreover, a simple inductive search allows one to nd the separating arcs e ciently. This fact leads to the following chatting strategy for BTs.
Let M be a chatting problem on a BT T . We schedule problem M on tree T by recursively decomposing T as in Proposition 3. At each level of the recursion, we remove at most two arcs of T . For each removed arc, we derive a virtual chatting schedule of duration S( ) C(M). By applying Theorem 2 to this collection of virtual schedules, we obtain a schedule for all the messages crossing the cut of duration 2(C(M) + Q(M)). Note that schedules corresponding to di erent cuts at the same level of recursion can be merged into a single schedule, since messages in di erent sets have non overlapping paths. Finally, concatenating the schedules for all levels of recursion yields a chatting schedule for M of duration T( ) 2(C(M) + Q(M))d log ne. In summary we have: Theorem 9: Let M be a chatting problem for a BT of n nodes and maximum node-degree > 1. One can e ciently produce a chatting schedule for M, of duration T( ) 2(C(M) + Q(M))d log ne. 
